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The megahit series returns to charm and inspire another generation of baby-sitters! Following a

brand-new prequel in April 2010, the original BSC titles are back with a new look.Kristy's mom is

getting married, and FOURTEEN little kids are coming to the wedding! Stacey, Claudia, Mary Anne,

Dawn, and Kristy think they can handle it -- but that's before they spend a week changing diapers,

stopping fights, solving mix-ups ... and getting sick and tired of baby-sitting!But together, the BSC

can do anything -- even keep things under control for Kristy's big day!
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Yay! Watson and Kristys mom is at last getting married. Though the count down she has to mange

to be the brides maid and run a "play school" for 14 cousins and Karen and Andrew. Its a lot of work

from getting name tags on the "students" to making sure that the kids moms and dads pick up and

take them to the right motel. But she turns out she's gotta secret weapon an immigrant when love is

unafraid to step in ( yes I'm that big of a Hamilton nerd.) Actually now here's the unHamilton-afide

version: turns out she's gotta secret weapon BABYSITTERS

CLUB!!!#Hamilton#Babysittersclub#Awesome!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ' Ann Martin

+linn!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!''''''''''''''''''' I hope YOU are a big Hamilton fan!!!! Put #go linn if yes or # go Hamilton

#BSC should add the Schyler sisters!!!!!!!! At the bottom of your review if you want to read it then



make a review of it.

As a fan of the original series when I was a kid, I have downloaded several of the Babysitters Club

books for the kindle. Despite the book being advertised as the "classic edition" these books are not.

Every time one of the sitters runs into an emergency, there is an added line that the parents etc.

must have turned off their phone. Stacey now gets her hair "professionally styled" vs "permed" and

uses an insulin pump. In this book, Kristy is clearly taking pictures with a old-fashioned camera

(because she keeps mentioning how many pictures are left) but reviews the image on the camera

and takes another one. Not only are the changes annoying because it is not the original text, but

they don't make sense because not everything is changed. IE Kristy's camera being half digital half

film, text about the BSC using pay phones is still included but every adult apparently has a cell

phone not one of them turns on ever. And why would every adult in Stoneybrook turn off their cel

phones when their children are being watched by 12 years olds? On the plus side, I think most of

the ridiculous outfit descriptions were kept. (Although I can't be sure since other things have been

altered).As far as formatting goes, the original block lettering at the beginning of each chapter was

kept, as well as the original cover art. The sections written in the club members' handwriting is now

in italics instead (which makes it much easier to read, although you don't always know right away

who is writing the notebook entry). I would have given the kindle conversion of these books 4 stars

(as the handwritten entries are missing and were an iconic part of the books) if they were the

original, unaltered editions.

The Babysitter's Club books are so great! I loved reading them as a child and it was fun to read one

again (now on Kindle) and be transported to Stonybrook with the BSC. If I remember correctly, this

is Ann M. Martin's favorite book in the series - and with good reason! This book marks such a great

turning point for Kristy and showed such a fun project for the girls, which was caring for a bunch of

kids so their parents could get ready for Kristy's mom's wedding. Cute fun book and I'm so glad

these are coming out on Kindle so I can share them easily with the kids in my life!

*_* > i think this was a Nice book it did not take me long to read it i absolutley love Karens ghost

stories i think one of them was about old ben brewer and that was my review on Kristys Big Day :{] =

Ã‚Â© copyright

Kristy's mom is getting married to Watson Brewer-the millionaire. Everything will change for



Kristy-her house, her neighborhood, and the people she lives with, but she's excited!The

baby-sitters club has to take care of a lot of kids. How will they handle it? Will Kristy be happy with

her new family? Will they have a good wedding?Read the book!~LW

Kristy's Big Day is , in my opinion, one of the best books ever. It's a wonder how she and the other

baby sitters got through a week of fourteen children then get them ready even after Emma switched

the clothes. I love The Babysitters Club books and I can't wait to read more.

Karen is crazy with her weird alien stories and her big imagination. I don't know what I would do

without her in this series

Kristy's mom has been divorced for a while.....not any more!!! Kristy's mom is getting married to

Watson Brewer. Here's how it happens: First, Kristy's mom tells her family she's getting married.

Everyone is so excited, even Kristy, she's going to be a bridesmaid!! But, then her mom says she

mite call off the wedding. They have 14 little kids to watch and a lot to do. But then Kristy gets one

of her GREAT IDEAS, what if the BSC could help out? They could watch the kids, and the parents

could work. I don't want to spoil the ending but me tell you, Kristy's mom gets married and they have

a GREAT wedding.
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